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Eighteen contemporary artists map sites of New York avant-garde in works created for this exhibition. Marcel Duchamp's studio, Art of This Century, and Group Material — where are these places, and what do they represent today? Visits to many notable addresses reveal that current functional existence of the place — a store, a loft, or a street corner — has been estranged from its discursive role. The intent of this project is to resituate these places and their narratives in the time bend between past and present — in the actuality.

This project started as a compendium and documentation of art sites in the city. Yet any attempt at documentation only confirms the fact that an investigative archive is not stable — it is responsive, evolves in time, and requires constant updating. Realization of a "live archive" calls for a networked approach — preliminary research has been presented to a number of artists who are engaged in contextual, collaborative, and public art practices. The artists added their own multiple and variegated points of interest to the list — their responses to the research initiative, presented in this exhibition, proceed from documentation towards production of history.

For more information visit: www.apexart.org/exhibitions/skurvida.htm